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On 21 February 1911, the day on which Gustav Mahler 
conducted his final concert in New York, he wrote to 
Universal Edition and ‘dear Herr Direktor’ Emil Hertzka: 
‘Dear friend, please take the greatest care that my 
symphonies are only published with my revisions and 
corrections. The revisions in the IVth have worked out 
magnificently here. […]’

During his lifetime, Gustav Mahler was both respected 
and feared as an inexorable perfectionist. He performed 
his works throughout his life and carried out revisions 
concurrently. His revisory activity – making the notation 
more precise and the instrumentation more refined – 
constantly accompanied Mahler’s compositional 
activity. This tendency is occasionally apparent even in 
his sketches; it is evident as well at the short-score and 
orchestral draft stage of composition, then proliferates 
vastly in the copyist’s manuscript for the engraver and 
extends through publication and performances up to the 
end of the composer’s life.

The fact that Universal Edition ultimately gained Mahler’s 
absolute confidence, and that he entrusted us with  
his works ‘for all times, for all countries’, still fills us 
with pride today – because Universal Edition has always 
believed in Mahler and has risen to the enormous 
challenge of keeping his works up to date with the 
latest research findings and making them available for 
performance.

The extensive correspondence between Mahler and 
Universal Edition provides insight into the closeness of 
this relationship. It is due to these circumstances that 

‘For all times, for all countries‘
Gustav Mahler and Universal Edition

Universal Edition has exclusive access to many sources 
that contain revisions and corrections by Mahler. 
Universal Edition is thus one of the most important sources 
of reference for all that have a genuine interest in Mahler.

In the Complete Critical Edition of Gustav Mahler’s 
works, which was initiated in Vienna by the International 
Gustav Mahler Society (IGMS) in the 1960s and 
thereafter maintained by its scholars, philological and 
editorial standards were implemented for the first time. 

The endeavours of IGMS and Universal Edition to 
produce the best-possible performance materials 
did not end at this point, however: Advances in the 
research about Mahler’s work necessitated the launch 
of a New Complete Critical Edition (Neue Kritische 
Gesamtausgabe – NKG). NKG takes into consideration 
the latest musicological findings and evaluates important 
sources that were unknown or still unavailable when 
the previous Complete Edition was published. For this 
purpose, all musical texts have been completely reset.

In the Mahler magazine, which will be published periodi-
cally and whose first issue you are now reading, we will 
report on these new editions and new research findings. 
We are beginning with Titan and Symphony No. 4.

This will allow you to obtain an idea of how Universal 
Edition unites the expertise of scholars and practical 
specialists. In accordance with Gustav Mahler’s wishes: 
‘For all times, for all countries.’

Universal Edition Promotion Team
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Abbildung 14: Letzte Korrekturabzüge der im Winter 1910 neuerlich verbesserten Partitur-Stichplatten (s. oben BA10), die sich Mahler nach den 
New Yorker Konzerten vom Jänner 1911 zusenden ließ und in die er danach (im Februar) noch dort seine endgültigen Revisionen übertragen hat 
(unsere Hauptquelle: BA11). – S. 92 wie oben in BA10, mit zahlreichen neuerlichen Korrekturen, die vor allem in den Takten vor Ziffer 10 nicht 
alle einwandfrei entzifferbar sind (darunter auch eine Überklebung in der Viola).
Illustration 14: Last galley proofs of the newly corrected engraving plates (see BA10 above), which Mahler had sent to him following the New York 
concerts of January 1911 and into which he subsequently (in February) transferred his final revisions (our main source: BA11). – P. 92 as above in 
BA10, with numerous new corrections, not all of which are perfectly decipherable, especially in the measures preceding number 10 (including a 
paste-over in the viola).

IGMG Wien N/IV/116, Leihgabe in der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, Musiksammlung, L17.IGMG.11.

Symphony No. 4, Last galley proofs of the newly cor-

rected engraving plates, which were sent to Mahler 

following the New York concerts of January 1911 and into 

which he subsequently transferred his final revisions. 

      

      

With numerous new corrections, not all of which are 

perfectly decipherable, especially in the measures prece-

ding number 10 (including a paste-over in the viola).
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Heinz Stolba, editor at Universal Edition, 
about Symphony No. 4

How does the new edition differ from the old one?

The new edition was necessary because more than 
half a century has now passed since the publication 
of Symphony No. 4 as a volume of the Gustav Mahler 
Complete Edition. Since then, new sources have emerged 
and, in addition, current Mahler research has gained 
new insights and can evaluate certain sources differently 
than it did at the time. The new edition by the Mahler 
expert Renate Stark-Voit is on the very highest current 
scientific level and combines all the knowledge that is 
necessary to be able to perform or study this great work 
in a serious manner today. The scientific side was given a 
lot of importance however, the practical aspects, which 
were so important to Gustav Mahler, were also taken into 
consideration. For example, the new score, in contrast to 
the old edition, has a less crowded stitch pattern, which 
guarantees better readability. Not only has the score been 
brought up to date, but the new matching performance 
material has also been produced to the high standards 
of today's professional orchestra. In the orchestral parts, 
readability has been optimized and adapted to today's 
needs. In those parts where passages occur where the 
original tunings may be a bit uncommon in today's 
orchestral practice, there are alternative transpositions 
for today's common tunings. Perfect quotes and page 
turns are self-evident anyway. While the new edition is at 
the very highest scholarly level, if one is only interested 
in practical implementation, one is also perfectly served 
by the new performance material in an exemplary and 
unrivalled manner. In all these aspects, the new edition 
is clearly different from all other editions, some of which 
have even been recently published by other publishers.

Are there other sources that have been consulted? 
If so, which ones? Why were they not available 
before?

Yes, there are some important new sources that were 
either not known or not accessible before. But beyond 
that, there are also certain insights in current Mahler 
research that have made it possible to reclassify and 

re-evaluate sources that were already known. There 
is, of course, a precise listing and commentary on this 
in the new complete edition volume of the Symphony 
No. 4. One small detail, for example, has touched 
me very much. With the help of the Universal Edition 
publishing books, it was finally possible to clear up 
the misconception, which had been circulating for 
decades and was also widespread in the literature, that 
the publisher had printed the performance material 
on its own authority in 1910 without waiting for the 
composer's final corrections from New York. However, 
the fact is, that the corrections arrived with enormous 
delay, after the urgently needed performance material of 
this work newly taken over by the publisher had already 
been in circulation for some time.

Are the differences in the new edition serious or 
are there only very minor changes compared to the 
previous edition?
There are hundreds and hundreds of details that – taken 
as a whole – make a thoroughly astonishing difference. 
The immediately audible differences are the tempo 
indications, some of which were originally inaccurately 
reproduced, which could now finally be corrected, or 
the specification of phrasing and articulations. Mahler 
was sometimes inconsistent in his notation, or there 
were errors by copyists and engravers that had gone 
unnoticed, so the careful sifting and evaluation of the 
sources could eliminate many inconsistencies. And, 
of course, the new edition provides an appropriate 
explanation in the Critical Report for every detail, no 
matter how small.

Why is this edition the most significant in terms of 
scholarship and performance practice?
The new edition undoubtedly represents a new standard 
in Mahler scholarship. And if one takes seriously the 
perfection and seriousness that Mahler himself pursued – 
and not only for the realisation of his own compositions – 
then one cannot avoid using only this new score and the 
new performance material from now on.
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Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 4 remains his most 
frequently performed symphony, nowadays narrowly 
flanked by his First and the song-symphony Das Lied 
von der Erde. In the short Mahler monograph written by 
Guido Adler (published by Universal Edition), the author 
had already counted more than 60 performances of the 
Fourth by 1915, followed at the time by the Second and 
First which had each been performed 44 times. What 
is the justification for a new critical edition of such a 
popular, well-known, and thoroughly proven work?

Mahler himself was initially not at all satisfied with 
his symphony, which he had finished in 1901, and 
described it as late as 1903 as a ‘stepchild who had not 
yet experienced much joy in the world’. He continually 
reworked and refined the instrumentation in order to 
find suitable expression for his intentions. And this is 
precisely the challenge faced by a contemporary edition 
that examines the sources critically: The score containing 
what Mahler considered his last revisions and corrections 
as he entered them in early 1911 in New York did not 
reach Universal Edition before his death in May 1911, 
and decades passed before it was rediscovered. It 
was not until the 1960s that Erwin Ratz was able to 
examine the score for his KGA edition of the Fourth 
Symphony. But a considerable number of preliminary 
and intermediate stages remained unknown or could 
not be viewed at that time. One example is the song 
Das himmlische Leben, which was not published for the 
first time until the 1990s. It was not only reworked by 
Mahler to become the final movement of the symphony, 

but also served as the compositional basis for the first 
three movements. The song was composed in Hamburg 
in 1892, and the copies of the song that were made for 
its publication, an endeavour that ultimately failed, only 
recently became available for examination. Similarly, 
Mahler’s first conductor’s score of the symphony, galley 
proofs fashioned for a first run-through with the Vienna 
Philharmonic, was also not available for evaluation and 
could only now be properly examined. Along these early 
meandering paths, the search ultimately leads us very 
close to the conductor’s score used by Mahler in later 
years, which unfortunately remains lost. It is fortunate 
that he painstakingly transferred all his changes in 1905 
for a colleague in Graz; this source of inestimable value 
was now available for consultation for the first time.

All in all, this new edition takes us to a point where the 
numerous stages of reworking and countless reading 
errors, misunderstandings, further printing errors and 
contradictions missed by Mahler himself, in addition to 
the final version of the score, have been considered and 
evaluated. The new, computer-based generation of the 
score required several rounds of precise proofreading; 
all editorial decisions are outlined transparently in 
an extensive critical commentary. A preface on its 
genesis, performance history and printing, and notes on 
performance practice, facsimile reproductions and an 
English glossary complete this entirely bilingual edition. 

Renate Stark-Voit

Symphony No. 4 • New Sources
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Complete Critical Edition
Preface and critical report, size: 208x275mm

Symphony No. 1 (Vol. I)
edited by Sander Wilkens UE 13820 

Symphony No. 3 (Vol. III)
edited by Erwin Ratz UE 13822 

Symphony No. 4 (Vol. IV)
edited by Erwin Ratz UE 13823 

Symphony No. 8 (Vol. VIII) 
edited by Karl Heinz Füssl UE 13824 

Das Lied von der Erde (Vol. IX)
version for soli and orchestra
edited by Karl Heinz Füssl UE 13826 

Symphony No. 9 (Vol. X) 
edited by Erwin Ratz  UE 13825 

Adagio (Vol. XIa)
from Symphony No. 10
edited by Erwin Ratz UE 13880 

Das klagende Lied (Vol. XII)
Revised version 1899 in two movements
edited by Rudolf Stephan UE 16814 

SUPPLEMENTS

Totenfeier (Vol. 1)
edited by Rudolf Stephan UE 13827 

Piano Quartet – 1st movement (Vol. 3)
edited by Manfred Wagner-Artzt UE 30380 

Symphony No. 9 
Facsimile of the short-score of the first three movements
following the guidelines of the Complete Critical Edition
edited by Erwin Ratz UE 33415 

New Complete Critical Edition
Prefaces and detailed critical reports in German and 
English, size: 232x305mm

Symphony No. 2 (in two volumes) (Vol. II) 
edited by R. Stark-Voit, G. Kaplan UE 33882 

Symphony No. 4 (Vol. VI) NEW
edited by Renate Stark-Voit 
replaces UE 13823  UE 33884

Des Knaben Wunderhorn (Vol. XIII/2b)
Version for voice and piano   
edited by Renate Stark-Voit UE 33901 
(not usable as vocal score for the version for voice and orchestra)

Des Knaben Wunderhorn (Vol. XIV/2)
Version for voice and orchestra 
edited by Renate Stark-Voit UE 33902 

SUPPLEMENTS
Das Lied von der Erde (Vol. 2)
Version for soli and piano
edited by Stephen E. Hefling  UE 33906 
(not usable as vocal score for the version for voice and orchestra)

Das klagende Lied (Vol. 4)
Original version 1880 in three movements
edited by Reinhold Kubik UE 33891 

Titan (Vol. 5) 
A Tone Poem in the Form of a Symphony in two parts 
and five movements
edited by Reinhold Kubik and Stephan E. Hefling 
  UE 33911   

UE 33 884 • New Complete Critical Edition  UE 33 911 • New Complete Critical Edition
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The New Study Score Series
Paperback, size: 170x240mm

Symphony No. 1
edited by Sander Wilkens 1) UE 34314 

Symphony No. 2
edited by R. Stark-Voit, G.Kaplan 2) UE 34315 

Symphony No. 3
edited by Erwin Ratz 1) UE 34316 

Symphony No. 4 NEW
edited by Renate Stark-Voit UE 36518
                                           replaces UE 34317

Symphony No. 5 NEW
edited by Reinhold Kubik UE 36519

Symphony No. 6 NEW
edited by Reinhold Kubik UE 36520

Symphony No. 7
edited by Reinhold Kubik 2) UE 36510 

Symphony No. 8
edited by Karl Heinz Füssl 1) UE 34318 

Das Lied von der Erde
Version for soli and orchestra
edited by Karl Heinz Füssl 1) UE 34800 

Symphony No. 9
edited by Erwin Ratz 1) UE 34319 

Adagio from Symphony No. 10
edited by Erwin Ratz 1) UE 34320 

Das klagende Lied
Original version 1880 in three movements
edited by Reinhold Kubik 2) UE 34801 

Das klagende Lied
Revised version 1899 in two movements
edited by Rudolf Stephan 1) UE 34802 

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen UE 34810 

Kindertotenlieder UE 34113 

Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert 

 UE 34122 

Des Knaben Wunderhorn
edited by Renate Stark-Voit  2)

 Volume 1 UE 34131 
 Volume 2 UE 34132 

Totenfeier 
edited by Rudolf Stephan 1) UE 34798

Titan
edited by Reinhold Kubik and Stephen E. Hefling 2)

 UE 36514 

The Conductor’s Score Series
Hardback, size: 250x340mm

Symphony No. 1
edited by Sander Wilkens 1) UE 34707  

Symphony No. 2 (in two volumes)
edited by R. Stark-Voit, G. Kaplan 2) UE 34708  

Symphony No. 3 
edited by Erwin Ratz1) UE 34709 

Symphony No. 4 NEW
edited by Renate Stark-Voit UE 35875
                                           replaces UE 34710 

Symphony No. 8
edited by Karl Heinz Füssl 1) UE 34711  

Das Lied von der Erde 
Version for soli and orchestra
edited by Karl Heinz Füssl 1)  UE 34714 

Symphony No. 9
edited by Erwin Ratz 1) UE 34712 

Adagio from Symphony No. 10
edited by Erwin Ratz 1) UE 34713 

Das klagende Lied 
Original version 1880 in three movements
edited by Reinhold Kubik 2) UE 34715  

Das klagende Lied
Revised version 1899 in two movements
edited by Rudolf Stephan 1) UE 34716  

Totenfeier
edited by Rudolf Stephan 1) UE 35006  

Titan
edited by Reinhold Kubik and Stephen E. Hefling 2)

 UE 35873

 UE 36 519

Universal Edition

Gustav Mahler

Symphonie Nr. 5
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Das „Adagietto“, der vierte Satz seiner Symphonie Nr. 5, sei Gustav Mahlers  
„Liebeserklärung an Alma“ gewesen, notierte der Dirigent und Zeitzeuge Willem 
Mengelberg am Beginn des Satzes in seinem Exemplar der Partitur: „Statt eines 
Briefes sandte er ihr dieses Manuskript, weiter kein Wort dazu. Sie hat es 
verstanden und schrieb ihm: Er solle kommen!!!“

The ‘Adagietto’, the fourth movement of his Symphony No. 5, was Gustav Mahler’s 
‘declaration of love for Alma’, the conductor and contemporary witness Willem 
Mengelberg noted at the beginning of the corresponding movement in his copy 
of the score: ‘Instead of a letter he sent this to her as a manuscript, without 
adding a single word. She understood and wrote him: He should come!!!’

www.universaledition.com
wien | london | new york

ISMN 979-0-008-09034-9 ISBN 978-3-7024-7706-6UPC

9 790008 090349 8 03452 07417 5 9 783702 477066 

Printed in Hungary, PRd 8/2020 

UE 36519 • Study Score

1  based on the Complete Critical Edition 
 (Kritische Gesamtausgabe KGA)
2  based on the New Complete Critical Edition 
 (Neue Kritische Gesamtausgabe NKG)

GUSTAV MAHLER
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Vocal Scores

Symphony No. 2: Urlicht (alto solo from 4th mvt.) and 
Aufersteh’n (alto and soprano solo from 5th mvt.) 2)

sung text: German  UE 35468 

Symphony No. 3: O Mensch, gib acht! 
(alto solo from 4th mvt.) 1)

sung text: German 
with English translation UE 2943 

Symphony No. 4: Wir genießen die himmlischen
Freuden (soprano solo from 4th movement) 1)

sung text: German 
with English translation UE 2946 

Symphony No. 8 1)

sung text: Latin and German UE 2660 

Das Lied von der Erde 1)

sung text: German UE 35027 

Das klagende Lied
Revised version 1899 in two movements 1)

sung text: German UE 1694 

Choir
Minimum order quantity of choral scores: 10 copies
all sung texts in German

Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder! NEW
from ‘Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert’
for 12-part mixed choir a cappella
arranged by Lukas Haselböck  UE 38138
Die zwei blauen Augen
from ‘Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen’
for four mixed choirs (SATB) a cappella
arranged by Clytus Gottwald UE 31969 

Es sungen drei Engel
from ‘Des Knaben Wunderhorn’
for eight-part mixed choir (SSAATTBB) a cappella
arranged by Clytus Gottwald UE 34666

Fünf Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert
for mixed choir (SATB) and piano
arranged by Carlo Marenco
choral / piano score  UE 34728

Ich atmet' einen linden Duft NEW
from ‘Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert’
for 12-part mixed choir a cappella
arranged by Lukas Haselböck  UE 38139

Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen NEW
from ‘Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert’
for 12-part mixed choir a cappella
arranged by Lukas Haselböck UE 38140

Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen
from ‘Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert’
for 16-part mixed choir (SATB) a cappella
arranged by Clytus Gottwald  UE 18105

Liebst du um Schönheit NEW
from ‘Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert’
for 12-part mixed choir a cappella
arranged by Lukas Haselböck UE 38142  

Arrangements
Choral Scores

Symphony No. 2 2)

sung text: German   UE 32600  

Symphony No. 3 1) 
sung text: German; with English translation     
 UE 2942 

Symphony No. 8 1) 
sung text: Latin and German   

choral score UE 2660a 
choral parts:
 soprano UE 2661a 
 alto UE 2661b 
 tenor UE 2661c 
 bass UE 2661d 
 boys‘ choir UE 2661e 

Pocket Scores
Paperback, size: 135x185mm

Symphony No. 1
edited by Sander Wilkens 1) PH 545 

Symphony No. 5 PH 458 

Symphony No. 7 PH 473 

Das klagende Lied
Revised version 1899 in two movements
edited by Rudolf Stephan 1)  PH 502 

Des Knaben Wunderhorn (Vol. 1) 
edited by Renate Stark-Voit 2) PH 556 

Das klagende Lied
Original version 1880 in three movements 2)

sung text: German UE 30424 

Des Knaben Wunderhorn 2)

sung text: German
 for high voice and piano  UE 30600 
 for low voice and piano  UE 30601 

Chamber Music

Piano Quartet – 1st movement 1)

score and parts UE 30381 

1  based on the Complete Critical Edition 
 (Kritische Gesamtausgabe KGA)
2  based on the New Complete Critical Edition 
 (Neue Kritische Gesamtausgabe NKG)
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Scheiden und Meiden
from ‘14 Lieder und Gesänge aus der Jugendzeit’
for two five-part mixed choirs (SATBarB) a cappella
arranged by Clytus Gottwald UE 32668  

Um Mitternacht
from ‘Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert’
for nine-part mixed choir (SSAATTBBB) a cappella
arranged by Clytus Gottwald UE 34684

Um Mitternacht NEW
from ‘Lieder nach Texten von Friedrich Rückert’
for 12-part mixed choir a cappella
arranged by Lukas Haselböck UE 38141 

Wo die schönen Trompeten blasen
from ‘Des Knaben Wunderhorn’
for eight-part mixed choir (SSAATTBB) a cappella
arranged by Clytus Gottwald UE 34692 
  
Piano
Symphonies – Selected movements
for piano two hands 
arranged by Ernst Rudolph UE 34989 

Symphony No. 1
for piano four hands 
arranged by Bruno Walter UE 947 

Menuetto from Symphony No. 3
for piano two hands 
arranged by Ignaz Friedman UE 3703 

Symphony No. 4
for piano four hands 
arranged by J. V. von Wöss UE 953 

Adagio from Symphony No. 10
for piano four hands 
arranged by Erwin Ratz UE 13879 

Trumpet
Mahler Songs
for trumpet solo 
arranged by Robert Thompson UE 70003 

Andreas Ottensamer

THE CLARINET COLLECTION

presents

Gustav Mahler

Ich bin der Welt 
abhanden gekommen
Fünf ausgewählte Lieder
für Klarinette und Klavier

   

UE 36 431

Universal Edition

Lisa Batiashvili

THE VIOLIN COLLECTION

UE 36 432

Universal Edition

presents

Gustav Mahler

Ging heut morgen übers Feld
Fünf ausgewählte Lieder
für Violine und Klavier

   

Flute
Wer hat dies Liedel erdacht?
Five Selected Songs for flute and piano 
edited by Emmanuel Pahud, 
arranged by Ronald Kornfeil UE 36430 

Clarinet
Das himmlische Leben
from ‘Des Knaben Wunderhorn’
for soprano, clarinet and piano 
arranged by Klaus Simon, sung text: German 
 UE 37188 
Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen
Five Selected Songs for clarinet and piano
edited by Andreas Ottensamer, 
arranged by Ronald Kornfeil  UE 36431 

Violin
Ging heut morgen übers Feld
Five Selected Songs for violin and piano 
edited by Lisa Batiashvili, arranged by Ronald Kornfeil
 UE 36432 

Chamber Music
Adagietto
from Symphony No. 5
for harp and string quartet 
arranged by Michelle Castelletti
 
Partitur  UE 38364 
Stimmensatz  UE 38365

Purgatorio
from Symphony No. 10
for violin, cello and piano, arranged by Giuseppe Bruno
score and parts  UE 34349 

UE 36 431 UE 36 432

GUSTAV MAHLER
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Orchestra
Das Lied von der Erde
for soli and ensemble 
arranged by Arnold Schönberg, completed by Rainer Riehn
study score  UE 32981 

Symphony No. 10
for orchestra
reconstructed and orchestrated by Rudolf Barshai
study score  UE 31504 

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen
for chamber ensemble
arranged by Arnold Schönberg
study score  UE 34382 

Sechs frühe Lieder
for baritone and orchestra, orchestrated by Luciano Berio 
score UE 18307 

Fünf frühe Lieder
for baritone and orchestra, orchestrated by Luciano Berio
score  UE 18651

Harp
Adagietto
from Symphony No. 5
for harp
arranged by Elisabeth Plank UE 38055

 

Books
Gustav Mahler. Briefe an seine Verleger 
edited by Franz Willnauer 
in German  UE 26309 

Gustav Mahler und Holland
edited by Eduard Reeser 
in German  UE 26234 

Gustav Mahler und Rosa Papier
edited by Andreas Michalek
in German  UE 26330 

Gustav Mahler                         
The Conductors’

Interviews
edited by                                                        

Wolfgang Schaufler

Universal Edition
UE 26 311

Andreas Michalek

Universal Edition
UE 26 330

Gustav Mahler 
und Rosa Papier

BIBLIOTHEK DER INTERNATIONALEN 
GUSTAV MAHLER GESELLSCHAFT

DAS KLAGENDE LIED: MAHLERS  
„OPUS 1“ – SYNTHESE, INNOVATION, 
KOMPOSITORISCHE REZEPTION 
 

 
 
 
 
HERAUSGEGEBEN  
VON  
ELISABETH KAPPEL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Klaus Aringer 
Mathias Hansen 
Janina Klassen 
Oliver Korte 
Reinhold Kubik 
Peter Revers 
Eckhard Roch  
Wolfram Steinbeck  
James K. Wright 
 

 
STUDIEN ZUR WERTUNGSFORSCHUNG 

UE 26 854

UE 26 330 UE 26 311
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Gustav Mahler und Guido Adler
edited by Edward R. Reilly 
in German UE 26228 

Gustav Mahler. The Conductors’ Interviews 
edited by Wolfgang Schaufler
in English  UE 26311 

Gustav Mahler. Dirigenten im Gespräch
edited by Wolfgang Schaufler
in German  UE 26310 
The Total Work of Art: Mahler’s 
Eighth Symphony in Context
Studien zur Wertungsforschung Vol. 52
edited by Elisabeth Kappel 
in English  UE 26852 

Das klagende Lied: Mahlers opus 1
Synthese, Innovation, kompositorische Rezeption
Studien zur Wertungsforschung Vol. 54
edited by Elisabeth Kappel
in German  UE 26854 

Gustav Mahler. Sinfonie und Wirklichkeit
Studien zur Wertungsforschung Vol. 9
edited by Otto Kolleritsch 
in German  UE 26809 
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Symphony No. 4, beginning of the 4th movement: A page of the 

galley proofs of the engraving plates that Universal Edition had 

corrected at the end of 1910. The proofs were sent to Mahler  

in New York and he transferred his final revisions to them from 

his own material following the performances on 17 and 20 Ja-

nuary 1911 of the symphony. In the introductory bars to the 

final movement there are new changes in balance and timbre. 

These include the reduction of the dynamics at the beginning 

( pp to ppp) followed by the intensification of the dynamics in 

bass clarinet, bassoon and horn ( p to f in bar 5), the deletion 

of the violin and viola parts in bars 5 and 6, the transfer of the 

notes from the cor anglais to the 1st horn, and from the double 

basses to the newly added stave of the timpani.
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